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XCEO Launches New Enlightened Governance Tools Design 
The XCEO, Inc. team is pleased to announce that today marks the launch of the new XCEO Enlightened 
Governance Tools user interface design. The new design incorporates an enhanced navigation system based 
on usability studies, client feedback and XCEO’s boardroom expertise.  

“As with all product designs we focused on finding a way to improve the user’s experience while also providing 
him or her with the most efficient and relevant information,” says XCEO’s Web Services Director, Mike Dobmeier.  

The new design provides users with a seamless browsing experience, with more rewarding outcomes, by 
providing intuitive navigational steps, single-click portal access, additional profile settings and enhancing 
readability using enhanced contrast.   In addition XCEO’s portal allows the user to move seamlessly to all four 
portal applications. 

“Given our emphasis on our security, ease of use and coupled with our interest in continuing to develop unique 
and cutting-edge director and board products that other firms do not, this upgrade is a critical facet to our 
commitment to provide outstanding and personalized service to our clients,” says XCEO’s Program Director, 
Corporate Governance and Board Leadership Development, Michelle Ronco. 

Additional features include the grouping of board and director related tasks. The user will know instinctively 
where he or she should be within the tools thus reducing the time necessary for an initiated or assigned task.  

Also, new to the tools are managed and controlled notifications for assessment administrators and participants, 
automated client collaboration and a time-based evaluation expiration and removal system.    

Enlightened Governance Board Performance Evaluation Programs 
XCEO developed the Enlightened Governance Board Performance Evaluation Programs for public and non-
profit directors and boards to meet the needs of boards in their pursuit of enlightened governance. There are 
over 25 unique evaluations available to XCEO’s board clients and they are all completely web-based, and 
securely processed and stored.   

All exercises include a comprehensive set of reports that are individually packaged within XCEO’s presentation 
template to provide each board a thoroughly analyzed, tailored and detailed presentation of its exercise 
results. XCEO’s automatically generated reports provide up-to-date industry data, benchmarking, statistical 
analysis and commentary for each set of results. For the benefit of XCEO’s clients, a turnkey presentation for 
boards including breakdown of responses to each question and detailed analysis of the results relative to other 
performance benchmarks is provided for each assessment. These extensive reports allow boards, directors and 
committees, the ability to easily and efficiently analyze feedback and highlight critical areas of focus in order to 
improve performance. 

About XCEO, Inc. 
Based in Santa Clara, Calif, XCEO Inc. offers Professional Mentoring and Personal Leadership Development 
Programs, as well as Corporate and Public Sector Governance and Board Leadership Development Programs, 
for high-aspiration individuals and forward-looking organizations.  
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XCEO implements these products and services via a comprehensive set of well-defined principles and 
practices which encourage board directors, highly enlightened executives, and high-aspiration individuals to 
accelerate toward extraordinary levels of performance and personal achievement. 

The XCEO extreme personal leadership Professional Mentoring Programs assist high-aspiration individuals in 
developing personal career and development plans to achieve senior executive and corporate board level 
positions. 

The XCEO Corporate and Public Sector Governance and Board Leadership Development Programs provide 
boards and directors with comprehensive consulting services complemented by automated online exercises 
to evaluate current performance and establish a desired future performance. XCEO offers boards a full-range 
of products and services needed to properly mitigate risk in the boardroom. XCEO consulting services include 
risk oversight, CEO, committee, individual leadership and board evaluation components. 
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